To set your own combination:

Your new lock is pre-set to open at 0-0-0-5.

1. Open the lock by aligning the pre-set combination number to the Guide Points and pull out the Lock Post. (Figure 1)

2. Turn the Reset Collar clockwise until it comes to a stop. (Figure 2)

3. Turn the number dials to your own personal combination, such as a phone number, birthday, etc.

4. After setting your personal combination, turn the Reset Collar counterclockwise until it comes to a stop at its original position. (Figure 3)

5. Write down your combination and keep in a safe place. Your lock is now ready to use.

The reset operation is now complete. Repeat steps 1-5 anytime you wish to change your personal combination.
EZ-MULTI FIT BRACKET INSTRUCTIONS:

To install your bracket, first select your preferred mounting position on your bicycle frame. We recommend 80-120 degrees. We show the bracket positioned at 90 degrees to the frame tube. To adjust for proper orientation of bracket body on bike tube and tightening strap, trim off excess strap if bracket is to be reinstalled on a larger body. Adjust for proper orientation of bracket body on bike tube and tightening strap.

1. Slide spline release button in a downward direction with your thumb (Figure 3a). After setting your secret combination, turn the two Reset Buttons again by attempting to leverage or crush the lock. If you forget your combination, we'll have it at Kryptonite for you.

2. Push down the two Reset Buttons simultaneously with thumb and forefinger clockwise until it comes to a stop and back to its original position. (Figure 5a)

3. Return button upward to original position. Release the button. Make sure the spline is in a locked position by trying to twist it to the left and right. (Figure 5b)

4. After setting your secret combination, turn the two Reset Buttons again by attempting to leverage or crush the lock. If you forget your combination, we'll have it at Kryptonite for you.

TO SET YOUR OWN COMBINATION:

Your new lock is preset to open at 0-0-0-5 at the factory. These steps are deterrent security only.

1. Open the lock by aligning the opening combination number to the Guide Point (Figure 6a). Make sure the spline release button is in a downward direction with your thumb (Figure 3a). After setting your secret combination, turn the two Reset Buttons again by attempting to leverage or crush the lock. If you forget your combination, we'll have it at Kryptonite for you.

2. Push down the two Reset Buttons simultaneously with thumb and forefinger clockwise until it comes to a stop and back to its original position. (Figure 5a)

3. Return button upward to original position. Release the button. Make sure the spline is in a locked position by trying to twist it to the left and right. (Figure 5b)

4. After setting your secret combination, turn the two Reset Buttons again by attempting to leverage or crush the lock. If you forget your combination, we'll have it at Kryptonite for you.

5. Verify your new combination before using your lock. Insert the Lock Post all the way into the Locking Port but do not turn the dials. Pull out the Lock Post. Your lock is ready to use. (Figure 6b)

6. The reset operation is now complete. Repeat steps 1-5 anytime you wish to change your secret combination.

COMBINATION REGISTRATION:

Please fill out the following information to register your combination. If you forget your combination, we’ll have it at Kryptonite for you.

1. Open the lock by aligning the opening combination number to the Guide Point (Figure 6a). Make sure the spline release button is in a downward direction with your thumb (Figure 3a). After setting your secret combination, turn the two Reset Buttons again by attempting to leverage or crush the lock. If you forget your combination, we’ll have it at Kryptonite for you.

2. Push down the two Reset Buttons simultaneously with thumb and forefinger clockwise until it comes to a stop and back to its original position. (Figure 5a)

3. Return button upward to original position. Release the button. Make sure the spline is in a locked position by trying to twist it to the left and right. (Figure 5b)

4. After setting your secret combination, turn the two Reset Buttons again by attempting to leverage or crush the lock. If you forget your combination, we’ll have it at Kryptonite for you.

5. Verify your new combination before using your lock. Insert the Lock Post all the way into the Locking Port but do not turn the dials. Pull out the Lock Post. Your lock is ready to use.

6. The reset operation is now complete. Repeat steps 1-5 anytime you wish to change your secret combination.

COMBINATION REGISTRATION:

Please fill out the following information to register your combination. If you forget your combination, we’ll have it at Kryptonite for you.

1. Open the lock by aligning the opening combination number to the Guide Point (Figure 6a). Make sure the spline release button is in a downward direction with your thumb (Figure 3a). After setting your secret combination, turn the two Reset Buttons again by attempting to leverage or crush the lock. If you forget your combination, we’ll have it at Kryptonite for you.

2. Push down the two Reset Buttons simultaneously with thumb and forefinger clockwise until it comes to a stop and back to its original position. (Figure 5a)

3. Return button upward to original position. Release the button. Make sure the spline is in a locked position by trying to twist it to the left and right. (Figure 5b)

4. After setting your secret combination, turn the two Reset Buttons again by attempting to leverage or crush the lock. If you forget your combination, we’ll have it at Kryptonite for you.

5. Verify your new combination before using your lock. Insert the Lock Post all the way into the Locking Port but do not turn the dials. Pull out the Lock Post. Your lock is ready to use.

6. The reset operation is now complete. Repeat steps 1-5 anytime you wish to change your secret combination.